Self-organized packs selection in predator-prey ecosystems.
We present a lattice model of a system of predators of five kinds, competing for prey. The predators are grouped in packs and characterized by two parameters-the energy spent on hunting and energy gained by the kill. The success of hunting depends on the actual competition among predators found near a prey. We determine via Monte Carlo simulations the numbers of predators of each kind as a function of time and the distribution of the size of their packs. We show that the ratio of the energy spent by the competing predators determines their fate. The energy gain plays only a secondary role. We show also that the system self-organizes itself into groups of predators living in well defined packs, which size depends on the energy spent. The most preferred size dependence on the energy spent follows a very simple power law. We present also a mean-field-type approach to the problem and we discuss the differences in the results obtained by the two methods, showing in particular, that the simulation approach produces more reliable results.